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4.
BECOMING ANIMAL

9.
SURFACE RESIDUE'S

Source: Copy from article in Vogue Magazine.

Source: Sketch by Amber Veel.

The overlap of fashion and clothing. The overlap of
animal skin onto human skin.

The inside and outside world interact with each other
through the skin surface. Leaving residues of this
interaction behind in the skin as readable traces.

18.
SLOWING DOWN TIME
Source: Source: Copy from: 'Een vlucht regenwulpen' by
Maarten ’t Hart, Page 7.
Here, however, it is still summer between the bunches of
grapes, my summer, my rightful booty in the fight
against the changing of the seasons, the evidence I have
been able to slow the passage of time itself.

22.
PERCEIVING SENSES THE EYE VS. THE SKIN
Source: Contemplation sketch by Amber Veel, 2013.
When I precieve through thouch, the subject is direcly on
my skin. There’s no distance between me and the subject.
There’s now time. Touch as a timeless sence.

30.
MAN WRAPS HIMSELF
WITH THE SKIN OF HIS
MOTHER

31.
CARRYING A (PET)
ANIMAL ON YOUR
SHOULDER

Source: Copy from news item. Elsevier.nl, 18-2-2005.

Source: unkown

After the 42-year-old Roland Z. from Vlaardingen killed
his mother in the carnival night of February 4, he
skinned her, put on her skin like a robe and wandered
the streets like this for half an hour that night.

32.
EATING AND FEEDING
- ANIMAL
RELATIONSHIP
Source: Screenshot from documentary: ‘Human Planet:
Jungles – People of the Trees’.
"What you take from the jungle, you have to give back."

38.
SKIN: THE HUMAN
FABRIC
Source: Copy from book: 'Skin: the Human Fabric' by Doug
M. Podolsky.
I studied textile at the art academy. There I found out
that my ‘textile’ was the skin.

40.
VALUE OF TOUCH
Source: Copy from book: ‘Lolita’ by V. Nabocov, page 304.
Quote: “It was strange that the tactile sense, which is so
infinitely less precious to men than sight, become at
critical moments our main, if not only, handle to
reality.”
How touch can help us understand life and death.

42.
SKIN ABSORBING THE
ABSOLUTE PERSONAL
Source: Copy from book: 'Windstilte van de ziel' by Joke
Hermsen.
I believe that our skin collects traces of our life. Joke
Hermsen underwrites this concept in her queste to ‘find
the soul’.

44.
EVERYTHING IS NEW
AND YET ALWAYS OLD
Nature; for eternity she will create new shapes; what is
there wasn’t there yet, that was will not come back.
Everthing is new and yet always old. [Johan Wolfgang
von Goethe]

45.
POSSUM SKIN CLOAK
Source: Possum-skin Cloak (n.d.) In Wikipedia. Retrieved
January 20, 2016.
Possum-skin cloaks were a form of clothing worn by
Aboriginal people in the south-east of Australia.The
cloaks were made from numerous possum pelts sewn
together. The cloaks were used as blankets, mattresses
and to wrap babies. They had an spiritual function and
often people where burried in them.

46.
HIDE ON A HOUSE

48.
HAIR FLOW II

Source: Sketch by Amber Veel.

Source: Sketch by Amber Veel.

[...] to let the hide dry, it was nailed on the front of the
house [...]

Diagram of the hair flow of a rabbit’s fur.

49.
WHERE THE SKIN ENDS
AND CLOTH BEGINS
Source: Fragment of article: ‘Traveling skins: hides, furs and
other animal surfaces in art’ by R. Hansen.
Skin and textile are closely connected. Like wearing a
skin.

50.
FLAYED
Source: Copy from book: 'Lovers Discourse' by Roland
Barthes.
What remains after skin is taken away: a mass of irritable
substance.
The resistance of the skin varies depending on the place
where we drive in the knife; skin is not isotopic.

57.
MEDICAL
HYPERPIGMENTATION
- BLASCHKO LINES
Source:
http://www.pathologyoutlines.com/topic/skintumormelanocyt
icphacomatosispigmento.html
The lines of Blaschko are believed to trace the migration
of embryonic cells. The lines can also be observed in
other animals such as cats, dogs and rabbits.

58.
BOOKA - KANGAROO
SKIN CLOAK
Source:
http://museum.wa.gov.au/research/collections/anthropology-a
nd-archaeology/aboriginal-cultures-collection/bookakangaroo-skin

59.
HAIR: IN- OR OUTSIDE
Source: Sketch by Amber Veel.

60.
SEWN IN THEIR SUIT STUMP
Source: Sketch by Amber Veel.

Summer-clothing is worn with the hairs on the inside.
Winter-clothing is worn with the hairs on the outside
(worn on top of the summer garment).

The Inuit know a tradition of sewing little children
literally into their suit.

61.
SIZE OF SKIN

65.
TISSUE

Source: Sketch by Amber Veel.

Source: Collage by Amber Veel.

weight of skin 15 -20 kg
2
skinsurface 1,5 - 2M
skin layers 3

The relationship between skin and textile can also be
found in the word: tissue. Tissue as an ensemble of cells.
Tissue as a piece of fabric or cloth.

66.
SKIN REMAINS
1. 'You take my breath away' by Marc Quinn
2. Picture of mummified rat by Amber Veel
3. 'Stille getuigen uit het verleden' by George
McHargue

82.
LIFE SIZE BODY
EXPERIENCE
Source: Writing by Amber Veel.

84.
LIFE REMEBERING
SKIN
Source: Screenshot from film: 'Memento'. Director:
Christopher Nolan, 2001 (NL)
A man creates a strange system to help him remember
things; so he can hunt for the murderer of his wife
without his short-term memory loss being an obstacle.

86.
DORAPHILIA
Source: Assemblage by Amber Veel. Picture of dead rat in the
taxidermic process.

89.
COLLAR OF FURS
Source: Copy from book: 'Furrier Secret', 1939, Sewing
Secrets.

92.
A HOUSE MADE OF
HIDE
Source: Tipi: Home of the Nomadic Buffalo Hunters by Paul
Goble.
How does it feel to live inside a skin?

93.
A HOUSE MADE OF
HIDE II
How does it feel to live inside a skin?

